
When autumn hits, you should consider taking a weekend getaway to enjoy some of
the best fall foliage viewing in California. Listed below are some of our favorite places

to visit (and things to do) this time of year — cozy season is here!
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[partner]

The unmistakable sights, tastes, smells,
and sounds of fall will soon be here.
Experience them all in Tuolumne
County, a short 2.5 hour drive from the
San Francisco Bay Area!

 

Looking to �ll a couple hours of your day
while in Wine Country? With so many
o�erings in the area, we’ve curated the top
events this month. Less researching and
more having fun. Enjoy!

Sonoma County has a rich gourmet food
culture with an abundance of locally-grown
foods. Come try the best there is to o�er
with any of these guided foodie tours —
we're getting hungry just thinking about it. 
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At San Domenico, we o�er an exceptional

education for local, regional and

international students. Our diverse

community, bucolic 515-acre campus, and

rich heritage create an unparalleled

environment for students to learn and

grow.

 

Except unlike Otis, we aren't wasting any
time as we get ready for the �rst days of
Fall. There are no shortage of activities in
the Bay Area, so here are some of our most
anticipated September events. 
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The streets of Waikiki just became a lot easier
— and greener —  to surf around, thanks to  
electric “fun utility vehicles,” or FUVs. Learn
more about Arcimoto's 3-wheeled green
machine here so you can explore
sustainably on your next trip to the Big Island. 

Annika Miller and Tina Jennings, both Mill Valley working moms, created
to �ll a need for comfortable, functional and �attering athleisure wear for

women. From hiking to biking to tennis to yoga to running to pickleball this will be
your go to out�t for comfort and style. 
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Best Dining at Wineries in Napa Valley

Romantic Hotel Stays on the Monterey Peninsula

California Camping and Glamping

Top Foodie tours on Oahu

Coolest Rooftop Dining in the Bay Area
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